2002 kia spectra sedan

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Style Select
Style 4dr Sedan 1. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear;
no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic
problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been
in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or
warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body
work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires
need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle
have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get the
Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from
CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate
My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate?
Estimated values for the Kia Spectra. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value"
might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given
vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Kia Spectra on Edmunds. You'll
need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option
packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple
thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors
will affect how much a Kia Spectra is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the
year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head
to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Kia
Spectra, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed
options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer
retail value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for
everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Kia Spectra. We recommend you
read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Kia Spectra and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here.
To understand if the Kia Spectra is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and
consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal
calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Spectra. Sign Up. If you're gung-ho about three-box
sedans, the Sephia sedan switches to the Spectra nameplate for this year. But our favorite is the
utilitarian hatchback model. Five-door hatchbacks have always been hot sellers in Asian and
European markets, but American buyers have shunned the concept -- so much so that Ford
initially left the five-door hatchback out of the U. Focus lineup. The Spectra hatchback's
duplicitous design does a good job of hiding the fact that it is indeed a five-door and not a
sedan, and therein lies its appeal. The sparsely equipped GS includes fabric upholstery,
split-folding rear seat, cassette player, rear defroster and two-speed wipers. GSX adds alloy
wheels, a rear spoiler, tape stripes and special fabric for a sporty look. It also provides power
windows and locks, air conditioning and a tilt steering wheel. Sedans come in Base or LS trim.
The upgraded LS adds air conditioning, power windows and door locks, bodyside moldings, tilt
steering wheel and a driver seat cushion tilt feature. Buyers can add woodgrain dash appliques,
a rear spoiler and floor mats, but goodies like cruise control, alloy wheels, power mirrors and
ABS are limited to the more expensive LS. Powered by a horsepower 1. Additionally, the
raucous motor makes an incessant whine at higher revs, which can grate on the driver's nerves.
The Spectra proves to be a competent handler, exhibiting limited body roll and responsive
steering. Too bad cheap tires ruin the fun in the twisties. On the highway, the Spectra smoothes
out bumps, but floats like a boat over highway expansion joints despite the Lotus-tuned
suspension. Firm front seats are reasonably comfortable, with a decent amount of lumbar and
thigh support, and the simple layout of the dashboard and controls makes the Spectra easy to
manipulate. Rear-seat riders get minimal legroom, and the canted rear glass impedes valuable
headroom. Things are improved in the sedan, however, with a more useable rear seat in which
four adults can fit with a minimum of contortion. Interior materials are not the Spectra's strong
suit with headliner, dash panel and seat-fabric quality well below that of slightly more expensive
competitors. Higher-grade interior materials, along with a more powerful engine and improved
brakes, would do wonders for this Kia's overall desirability. Still, you can't deny its substantial
price and utility advantages over the competition. This impressive package should add some
peace of mind to Spectra ownership. For first-time buyers and college students trying to survive
on Top Ramen, as well as those who desire the utility that only a five-door hatchback can
provide, the Spectra is worth a look. Others might want to consider shopping around, especially
with Hyundai's well-equipped and more powerful Elantra as competition. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and

where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia
Spectra Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Kia lease specials Check out Kia Spectra lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lackluster engine
performance, cheap interior materials, dearth of refinement, Kia's initial poor quality reputation.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Spectra for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. The Spectra will never be called a great car, but for some, it might
prove to be a good bargain. Vehicle overview. The Kia Sephia has officially been renamed the
Spectra sedan. Got that? So now, there's the Spectra hatchback and the sedan; they've always
shared mechanicals, so no big change there. The sedan will now sport some exterior styling
cues borrowed from the five-door version. Read more. Write a review See all 94 reviews. Been a
great little car. I bought my Kia Spectra in with 60k miles on it. It now has over k. Most of the
work as been regular maintenance. I just put in a new head gasket and my clutch is starting to
pop. It has been great in the snow I drive a miles a day in Colorado. And has always started. I've
replaced the alternator no big deal , scheduled timing belts, and front wheel bearings. The back
struts are gone and there are a lot of rattles developing. The arm rest is very uncomfortable and
my wife hates the seats. But it has been very very dependable. Gas mileage right now is about
35 to 38 mpg. I'm moving up in car class, but have daughter turning 16 and it will be a good first
car for her. Read less. Great Small car but can be pricey. Recently i bought my Kia Spectra, so
far its been a great little car and even with a , miles on it it still has a lot of its kick still in it, cant
burn out but it tries like hell to, but the only things i have had to done lately is servicing when
bought the car it had no air filter and the spark plugs were bad so changed all that and it
seemed like it had a new life in it, but recently the front right tire seemed like it was going to fall
off due to a tire shop so i had to spend dollars to get all that fixed but ever since then best little
car i ever owned and gas mileage is great get a miles to a forth of a tank plus it tries to be sporty
at times. Electrical problems of the Kia Spectra. It has low beam head lights that do not work
often. Power windows that blow fuses or fail for some other reason and a check engine light
that never goes out. Our son had a Saturn SL that was totaled in a accident. This Kia is very
much like his Saturn, a basic car, no power windows, door locks or cruise control. Body has
some dings and scratches but overall paint, body and interior in very good condition. Never
owned a Kia, but good experience at Kia dealership. Clock was not working so they will replace
it at no additional cost to me. I also purchased a two year warranty to cover all major
components. See all 94 reviews of the Used Kia Spectra Sedan. Write a review. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Spectra. Sign Up. If you're gung-ho
about three-box sedans, the Sephia sedan switches to the Spectra nameplate for this year. But
our favorite is the utilitarian hatchback model. Five-door hatchbacks have always been hot
sellers in Asian and European markets, but American buyers have shunned the concept -- so
much so that Ford initially left the five-door hatchback out of the U. Focus lineup. The Spectra
hatchback's duplicitous design does a good job of hiding the fact that it is indeed a five-door
and not a sedan, and therein lies its appeal. The sparsely equipped GS includes fabric
upholstery, split-folding rear seat, cassette player, rear defroster and two-speed wipers. GSX
adds alloy wheels, a rear spoiler, tape stripes and special fabric for a sporty look. It also
provides power windows and locks, air conditioning and a tilt steering wheel. Sedans come in
Base or LS trim. The upgraded LS adds air conditioning, power windows and door locks,
bodyside moldings, tilt steering wheel and a driver seat cushion tilt feature. Buyers can add
woodgrain dash appliques, a rear spoiler and floor mats, but goodies like cruise control, alloy
wheels, power mirrors and ABS are limited to the more expensive LS. Powered by a horsepower
1. Additionally, the raucous motor makes an incessant whine at higher revs, which can grate on
the driver's nerves. The Spectra proves to be a competent handler, exhibiting limited body roll
and responsive steering. Too bad cheap tires ruin the fun in the twisties. On the highway, the
Spectra smoothes out bumps, but floats like a boat over highway expansion joints despite the
Lotus-tuned suspension. Firm front seats are reasonably comfortable, with a decent amount of
lumbar and thigh support, and the simple layout of the dashboard and controls makes the
Spectra easy to manipulate. Rear-seat riders get minimal legroom, and the canted rear glass

impedes valuable headroom. Things are improved in the sedan, however, with a more useable
rear seat in which four adults can fit with a minimum of contortion. Interior materials are not the
Spectra's strong suit with headliner, dash panel and seat-fabric quality well below that of
slightly more expensive competitors. Higher-grade interior materials, along with a more
powerful engine and improved brakes, would do wonders for this Kia's overall desirability. Still,
you can't deny its substantial price and utility advantages over the competition. This impressive
package should add some peace of mind to Spectra ownership. For first-time buyers and
college students trying to survive on Top Ramen, as well as those who desire the utility that
only a five-door hatchback can provide, the Spectra is worth a look. Others might want to
consider shopping around, especially with Hyundai's well-equipped and more powerful Elantra
as competition. Available styles include LS 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Spectra. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Spectra lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Lackluster engine performance, cheap interior materials, dearth of
refinement, Kia's initial poor quality reputation. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. The Spectra will never be called a great car, but for some,
it might prove to be a good bargain. Vehicle overview. The Kia Sephia has officially been
renamed the Spectra sedan. Got that? So now, there's the Spectra hatchback and the sedan;
they've always shared mechanicals, so no big change there. The sedan will now sport some
exterior styling cues borrowed from the five-door version. Read more. Write a review See all 94
reviews. Been a great little car. I bought my Kia Spectra in with 60k miles on it. It now has over
k. Most of the work as been regular maintenance. I just put in a new head gasket and my clutch
is starting to pop. It has been great in the snow I drive a miles a day in Colorado. And has
always started. I've replaced the alternator no big deal , scheduled timing belts, and front wheel
bearings. The back struts are gone and there are a lot of rattles developing. The arm rest is very
uncomfortable and my wife hates the seats. But it has been very very dependable. Gas mileage
right now is about 35 to 38 mpg. I'm moving up in car class, but have daughter turning 16 and it
will be a good first car for her. Read less. All and all this car is great for the money, the
performance of this car is amazing in my eyes. Fun to drive, with its rated horsepower, add a
little aftermarket adjustments this car could have a great future. Great Small car but can be
pricey. Recently i bought my Kia Spectra, so far its been a great little car and even with a , miles
on it it still has a lot of its kick still in it, cant burn out but it tries like hell to, but the only things i
have had to done lately is servicing when bought the car it had no air filter and the spark plugs
were bad so changed all that and it seemed like it had a new life in it, but recently the front right
tire seemed like it was going to fall off due to a tire shop so i had to spend dollars to get all that
fixed but ever since then best little car i ever owned and gas mileage is great get a miles to a
forth of a tank plus it tries to be sporty at times. This car has been nothing but issues since it
was purchased. It had only 60, miles on it which is generally ok and since it wasn't a car for
commuting, the mileage wasn't a big deal. After replacing the brake lights- needed new wiring
harness, the brake system, the passenger side window that decided to not roll up one day. But
alas, now the driver side window fell down by itself while parked in my driveway. It's not even
worth the money that's already been dumped into it so at this point, I'm hoping the broken
window gives someone some incentive to steal it. See all 94 reviews of the Used Kia Spectra.
Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Spectra.
Sign Up. I bought my Kia Spectra in with 60k miles on it. It now has over k. Most of the work as
been regular maintenance. I just put in a new head gasket and my clutch is starting to pop. It
has been great in the snow I drive a miles a day in Colorado. And has always started. I've
replaced the alternator no big deal , scheduled timing belts, and front wheel bearings. The back
struts are gone and there are a lot of rattles developing. The arm rest is very uncomfortable and
my wife hates the seats. But it has been very very dependable. Gas mileage right now is about
35 to 38 mpg. I'm moving up in car class, but have daughter turning 16 and it will be a good first
car for her. All and all this car is great for the money, the performance of this car is amazing in

my eyes. Fun to drive, with its rated horsepower, add a little aftermarket adjustments this car
could have a great future. Recently i bought my Kia Spectra, so far its been a great little car and
even with a , miles on it it still has a lot of its kick still in it, cant burn out but it tries like hell to,
but the only things i have had to done lately is servicing when bought the car it had no air filter
and the spark plugs were bad so changed all that and it seemed like it had a new life in it, but
recently the front right tire seemed like it was going to fall off due to a tire shop so i had to
spend dollars to get all that fixed but ever since then best little car i ever owned and gas
mileage is great get a miles to a forth of a tank plus it tries to be sporty at times. This car has
been nothing but issues since it was purchased. It had only
dodge ram ignition coil
1969 cheverolet
2006 cadillac cts manual
60, miles on it which is generally ok and since it wasn't a car for commuting, the mileage
wasn't a big deal. After replacing the brake lights- needed new wiring harness, the brake
system, the passenger side window that decided to not roll up one day. But alas, now the driver
side window fell down by itself while parked in my driveway. It's not even worth the money
that's already been dumped into it so at this point, I'm hoping the broken window gives
someone some incentive to steal it. It has low beam head lights that do not work often. Power
windows that blow fuses or fail for some other reason and a check engine light that never goes
out. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Spectra. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Spectra model: All Spectra models 4dr Sedan 1. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Spectras for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Spectra. Sign Up.

